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Congratulations!
Our congratulations go out to Ty-Walk Liquid Sales, Inc. in Minooka, Illinois for being honored recently as a
State winner and finalist in the 2001 Environmental RespectAward contest, a program sponsored by Dupont
and Dealer Progress Magazine. The awards program, now in its 11th year, recognizes ag retailers from
across the nation for their outstanding environmental stewardship. Congratulations again!
Welcome!
We want to extend a big welcome to our new clients from Royster-Clark's recent acquisition of Agro
Distribution and ProSourceOne. There are approximately 150 locations involved in the expansion. We look
forward to working with the new locations.

On The Road Again!
Asmark believes in providing excellent service to its clients; however, making a commitment to provide
training practically in a farm center's back door is no small task. The idea for a mobile training unit came
about when we surveyed farm centers for ways to help supplement the emergency response training course
provided in Owensboro. The results showed that clients wanted training delivered closer to their farm
centers. This would reduce training and travel costs and be more convenient. The solution - a mobile
training unit that brings the annual refresher course to a location near you. The custom-built training unit is
scheduled to provide training at 17 different locations around the country from Minnesota to Georgia and
from Iowa to Maryland. A special THANKS goes to Denis Doonan with Crop Production Services,
Billy Pirkle with Royster-Clarkand Lloyd Burling with IFCA for their help in developing the course.

"Net" Increases
Increasingthe use of the Internet and especiallyour website by our clients in 2001 was a major goal we had
set. Thanks to you, acceptance to the website has been great with most every goal we had set being
broken. Here are some statistics for the year to-date:
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>96% of the Royster-Clark newhiresjrehires are received via the website since starting on
March 1st of this year
100% of the Miles Farm Supply newhirejrehire packets are received via the website AND
shipped electronically via email since mid-March of this year
Crop Production Services began submitting newhirejrehire information exclusively via the
website on August 1st of this year
>55% of the orders for safety-related items were received via the website
>92% of the Notice of Applications forms were prepared on the website
Website registrants topped 1,000 users

Illinois Trys For SARA Tier II Fee
Add Illinois to the list of states that have tried to pass state legislation to charge an annual fee for any
facility required to file a SARATier II Report. The State of Illinois tried to pass a bill requiring a $400 fee,
but was unsuccessfuldue to the efforts of the Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Association (IFCA). Most other
states such as KY, IN, OH, WI, FL, MO, AR, DE, KS, LA, MN, PA and WV have been successful in passing
their fee structure that range in cost for an average facility from $50 up to $1,000. Goodjob IFCA!

Farmers "Finding" the Internet
A recent USDAsurvey found 43% of U.S. farms were connected to the internet compared to just 13% being
online in 1997. The study also showed 50% of the farms owned a computer, yet just 29% use them to help
operate their business.
Illinois Updates Ammonia Regulations
The Illinois Fertilizer and Chemical Association (IFCA) has reviewed the final draft of the revised regulations
for anhydrous ammonia. Revisions include installing break-away units and platforms at the risers,
replacement of relief valves every five years, adequately-sized safety chains and new setback distances for
new facilities approved after the proposed rule becomes final. IFCA has posted a summary of the proposed
rule on their website at www.ifca.com. IFCA anticipates the rules will be published for public comment this
fall.
FMCSA More Active Than Previous Agency
Since the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) replaced the Office of Motor Carriers,
inspection and audit activity has doubled. The number of DOT audits that we have provided assistanceto
our clients in 2001 has been slightly more than twice the number for 2000. Roadside inspections are up as
well. As far as new regulatory activity, the FMCSAhas yet to finalize several issues that will affect our
industry.
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Hours of service revisions (could affect our state ag-exemptions)
Reducingthe hazardous materials registration fee
Using personal vehicle offenses to disqualify CDL drivers
Requiring verified positive drug test results be reported to the state issuing the CDL license

Look for some of these issuesto be finalized around October 1st of this year when a year-long funding delay
granted by Congressends.
Ergonomics Rule Repealed
Senator Mike Enzi (R-WY) lead the way in successfully repealing the Ergonomics Standard. OSHAis not one
to easily accept defeat and has since scheduled a series of public forums to answer three basic questions
deemed vital by OSHAto proceeding with a reincarnated version of the rule. Following the forums, OSHAis
expected to develop a new plan of action to re-introduce the rule.
OSHA "300" Coming
Sorry, it's not a new NASCARrace! OSHAissued it's final rule on Occupational Injury and Illness Recording
and Reporting Requirements earlier this year. For the most part the new rule takes effect on January 1,
2002 and replaces the former "OSHA 200" rules. What will not take effect are the requirements for
recording occupational hearing loss based on the occurrence of a standard threshold shift in hearing acuity.
Defining a "musculoskeletal disorder" has also been delayed till at least 2003. There is much effort being
put forth currently to delay the effective date of the entire rule till all issues have been finalized. It is
believed that implementing of a partial interim standard could create addition confusion.
OSHA Relinquishes Authority to FMCSA on Wheel Chocks
The FMCSAhad long believed that parking issues for commercial motor vehicles was within it's jurisdiction,
but OSHAfelt their agency was best suited to enforce the rule for the sake of the safety of forklift operators.
In the final outcome, basically it becomes FMCSA'sauthority to make sure the vehicle doesn't move, but
OSHAsays every employer is still responsible to ensure the safety of their employees. The ensuing debate
over this issue has increased awareness of the inspectors of both agencies, making it more important than
ever that we work to prevent the incidents that are related to this type of activity.
Diazinon Reminder
Diazinon, one of the most widely used insecticides, is due to be phased out with all outdoor uses ceasing by
December 31, 2003. We recommend that you check your inventory to make sure it is depleted before the
final phase-out deadline.

Respiratory Enforcement Steps Up
Nearly two years after OSHAput into place a revised Respirator Standard, inspectors are beginning to check
for proper implementation of the program. A phase-in period is common with new regulations and what we
are seeing is the final stages of the transition time. We expect to see the Respiratory Standard make it into
the top 10 most cited violations by the end of 2001, and could very well be one of the top 3 by the end of
2002. If you have completed a medical questionnaire, a physician's clearance (if required) and a fit test for
each of the employees at your facility that wear a respirator, then you should be set when OSHA comes
knocking on your door. If you haven't completed each of these steps for your respirator wearers, then you
need to check out the next article.
Respiratory Protection - How To Comply
Work began several months ago on a project to identify what our clients need help with to comply with the
Respiratory Standard. The solution - organizing the documentation that is required and providing timely
reminders. OSHAadded several layers of paperwork when they revised the rule, making it similar to the
requirements for renewing certain documents in the driver qualification file. Our review also showed the
sequence of events that isrequired is confusing .and needs attention. Three components were identified as
being needed to streamline and improve the system and are currently under construction.
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Online Medical Questionnaire can be used to send the employee's information directly to
a centralized Health Care Professional (HCP) for review. The HCP will provide medical
clearance to wear a respirator, OR refer the employee to a local physician for additional
review. We have learned that more than 90% of employees obtain medical clearance just
from their medical questionnaire and do not require a visit to a physician.
Respirator Database will be used to track the documented dates for 1) receiving medical
clearance from the HCP or physician, 2) failing to obtain medical clearance, and 3) the
annual fit test.
Monthly Status Report will be used to identify the employees who have completed all
steps and are "qualified" to wear a respirator. All other employees will be identified as
"Incomplete" until they have completed the requirements. By reviewing the monthly status
report, the location manager will have at least 90 days advance notice of upcoming
expirations. This new report will be patterned after the current Driver Status Report.

We expect the website, database and monthly status report to be ready in October. We plan to populate
the initial database with all the existing information that we have received to date. Then an organized effort
will be made to prompt every location to complete (or begin) the processfor each employee.
"SMART" Training Certificates Coming
Starting with the 2002 training season we will utilize "SMART"training certificates as part of our monthly and
annual video-based training program. We have developed this technology over the past 12 months to
improve the video-based training program. Named "SMART" certificates for the information they contain,
these documents will be personalized for each employee at the facility that appears on the active list of
employees. Certain tracking information on the certificates will be bar-coded for electronic authentication
and data processing. The benefits of this new technology includes:
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a built-in tool to advise us of terminated employees
(Notice of terminations will be shared with driver file and drug testing personnel
accountability for each employee to receive training
increasesaccuracy of the authentication process- helps eliminate cheating
automates the grading processing
increasesaccuracy by utilizing barcodes
streamlines the scanning and record retention process

We are very excited about this technology and hope that you will like it also. It helps to further streamline
the system and will work to control the training costs by hopefully keeping them at the low $1.00 a subject.

CDL Drivers Beware!!!
The FMCSAhas issued several proposals with the purpose of improving safety on the public highways by
ensuring only safe drivers operate large trucks. One such proposal would require offenses, in personal
vehicles, such as drunken-driving, excessive speeding, reckless driving, leaving the scene of an accident or
committing a substance abuse related felony be used by states to suspend, revoke or cancel the driver's
CDL. Another proposal would require the Medical Review Officer (MRO) to report all confirmed positive
substance abuse test results to the state that issued the CDL. Managers may want to start communicating
these possible changes to your CDL drivers.

Don't Forget Your Reflective Tape
The FMCSAtransition period for complying with the requirements to retrofit trailers and other vehicles with
reflective tape ended June 1, 2201. You have probably noticed the newer trailers being manufactured and
sold the past few years come with a highly visible "conspicuity" or reflective tape. The FMCSArule requires
trailers and certain other commercial vehicles manufactured before 12-1-93 to be retrofitted with the tape.
Click On The Dotted Line
It's a sign of the times. A new Federal law which took effect in October of 2000 recognize personalized
electronic codes (called e-signatures) as carrying the same legal weight on Internet documents that pen-and
-ink signatures carry on paper documents. The financial industry applauded the new law which allows them
to open financial accounts entirely online. E-signatures are a unique code that, when attached to your
online document, indicates your acceptance. Your e-signature is not a password or an encryption device.
We believe this may be another technology tool that will help us to reduce your costs and speed up the flow
of information.
MVR Costs Rise
We have been advised that our cost of obtaining a MVR will increase from the current $1.00 to $2.50 this
month. Across the board, companies such as Equifax / Choicepoint that provide MVRs, background checks
and credit reports on individuals have been scrambling to ensure the information they are retrieving and
providing is used in accordance with the Fair Credit Reporting Act. The scramble began when Pennsylvania
denied all third party providers access to their state database. The reason cited was a lawsuit brought
against the state after the MVRinformation was misused by the end user.
No Evidence Back Belts Prevent Injury
In a two year study, the National Institute for occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH found no evidence
that back belts reduce back injury or back pain for retail workers who lift or move merchandise. The study
was cited in the Journal of the American MedicalAssociation.

New Physical Forms
Please make sure you have discarded all of your old physical forms and cards. Beginning August 1st,
Asmark will accept only the new "Medical Examiner's Certificate" as proof of a D.O.T. physical. The
Medical Examiner's Certificate is the small 2-Part form, formerly known as the wallet card. Driver's should
carry one copy with them as proof with the other being forwarded to Asmark for use in the driver file.
No News Is Good News
Sometimes!
I know there are at least a couple of people out there that actually read our newsletter because we have
had two calls wondering if they missed an issue. It has been awhile since our last newsletter, but I try not
to write unless there is news that merits it. We're happy to report the regulatory activity for the past nine
months has been very limited with most issues being revaluated, shelved or repealed as. the new
administration takes over. There have been substantially fewer new rules proposed at the Federal level this
year than in the past years. You will find many of the issues that affect you included in this newsletter. If
you are an avid follower of our newsletter, we want to take this opportunity to say Thanks!

